
ORDINARY HERO 
CHINA  |  2022  |  DRAMA  |  MANDARIN, UYGHUR  |  COMPLETED

DIRECTOR  Tony CHAN
STARRING LI Bingbing, FENG Shaofeng, HUANG Xiaoming

In May 2021, a 7-year-old Xinjiang boy touched the hearts of the whole society. He lost his 
arm in an accident and had to complete the operation on the 1,400 kilometers from Hotan to 
Urumqi within eight hours. In this relay that a�ects his life, doctors, crews, passengers, police 
and other people from all walks of life in Xinjiang came forward. They worked together to 
fight every second and jointly created a life miracle that challenged the limit of time. The 
story of the movie "Ordinary Heroes" revolves around this group of ordinary heroes who 
always put life first and stick to their posts.
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COO-COO 043
TAIWAN  |  2022  |  FAMILY, FANTASY  |  MANDARIN, TAIWANESE  |  POST-PRODUCTION
DIRECTOR  CHAN Ching Lin
STARRING YU An-Shun, YANG Li-Yin, HU Jhih Ciang

In the murky half-light, race pigeon 043 has finally returned after seven years.
 
043 wasn’t the only one that went missing seven years ago; the other was their son, Shih, whose 
disappearance remains the irreparable wound in Pigeon Master Ching’s heart. The family’s peace is 
shattered by 043’s return, as Ching’s daughter, Lulu, brings a beaten-up boy named Tig back home. 

At first reluctant, Ching begins to see shades of Shih in Tig. After all, breeding pigeons with 
his son was his biggest wish. But wild pigeons can’t change their ways. Lulu leaves home 
abruptly. Ching’s wife, Ming, is also tempted to leave. She stealthily begins legal proceedings 
to declared Shih deceased. 

In the aftershock of the storm, what course should the wounded follow?

UPCOMING TITLES

ANTIKALPA
TAIWAN  |  2022  |  HORROR, DRAMA  |  MANDARIN, TAIWANESE  |  POST-PRODUCTION

DIRECTOR  Philip SHIH
STARRING Guan Zhi HUANG, Regina LEI, Troy LIU, Tender HUANG, TSENG Wan Ting

Ah Dai comes from a family that runs a prestigious orthodox temple. His childhood sweetheart, 
Yufan, is desperate to locate her missing aunt. In his attempt to help, Ah Dai agrees to participate 
in a special ritual that his schoolmates believe could help them seek help from the gods to 
grant their desires. However, they are lured into praying to the evil forces. As his schoolmates 
die one after another, Ah Dai tries to use his gift to exorcise evil to save his friends. At the 
very end, he faces a completely demonized Yufan and must fight her to save the neighborhood 
from the evil forces.

MAMA BOY
TAIWAN  |  2022  |  ROMANCE, DRAMA  |  MANDARIN  |  COMPLETED

DIRECTOR  Arvin CHEN
STARRING Vivian HSU, Kai KO, YU Tzu Yu, Fandy FAN

Hong is a shy young man who lives with his control-freak mother, Meiling. After a disastrous 
blind date, Hong’s cousin decides to bring him to a sex hotel. Unexpectedly, he finds himself 
attracted to the sex hotel’s manager, Lele. 

Charming and warm, Lele is a single mom to a son around 20 years old. As a beautiful 
woman who works at a sex hotel, she is often troubled by unwanted attention. However, Lele 
enjoys the company of Hong and the extra special bond developing between them. 

After Meiling and Lele’s son eventually stumble upon the relationship, the two lovebirds are 
forced to face reality and decide if they want to be with each other...
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IN SEARCH OF LOST TIME
CHINA  |  2022  |  DRAMA  |  MANDARIN, MONGOLIAN  |  COMPLETED

DIRECTOR  Derek YEE
STARRING CHEN Baoguo, MA Su

In the late 1950s, Du Siheng was sent to Shanghai Orphanage by her mother, who couldn’t 
support two kids. Later, she was transferred to Inner Mongolia and adopted by a loving 
family. Sixty years later, Du Sihan set out for Inner Mongolia and embarked on a journey to 
find his elder sister. The journey, however, turned out to be full of twists and turns.

Du Siheng couldn’t adapt to the life on the grassland when she first arrived in Inner Mongolia. 
Touched by the love and warmth from the Mongolia people, the young Du Siheng gradually 
integrated into her new family. After six decades, the sister and brother reunited again and 
finally let go of the past.

COMPLETED TITLES

THE BATTLE AT LAKE CHANGJIN II
CHINA  |  2022  |  WAR, DRAMA  |  MANDARIN  |  COMPLETED

DIRECTOR  TSUI Hark
STARRING WU Jing, Jackson YEE

During the second battle of the War to Resist U.S. Aggression and Aid Korea, the 9th Corps 
Command issues an order for the 7th Infantry Company to attack the Sumun Bridge. The 7th 
Company su�ers a tough march to the Sumun Bridge, the soldiers are near their limits...
 
When they inch close to the Sumun Bridge, the 7th Company perseveres with sheer and 
steel-like willpower. They bomb and destroy every attempt the US Army makes to repair the 
Bridge. Three grueling clashes – and the 7th Company finally manage to block the US Army’s 
retreat to Hungnam Port.

THE BATTLE AT LAKE CHANGJIN
CHINA  |  2021  |  WAR, DRAM  |  MANDARIN  |  COMPLETED

DIRECTORS  TSUI Hark, CHEN Kaige, Dante LAM
STARRING WU Jing, Jackson YEE

The story takes place in winter, 1950. In the freezing cold Changjin Lake region, a bloody 
battle between the United States and China begins. Faced with the harshest conditions of 
extreme cold, lack of rations and vast di�erence in weaponry, the Chinese troops forge 
ahead, fearless and determined. They successfully blow up the Shuimen Bridge, making the 
most critical victory in the War to Resist U.S. Aggression and Aid Korea.

CHINESE DOCTORS
CHINA  |  2021  |  DRAMA  |  MANDARIN  |  COMPLETED

DIRECTOR  Andrew LAU
STARRING ZHANG Hanyu, YUAN Quan, ZHU Yawen, LI Chen

On New Year’s Eve in 2020, an unknown virus spreads from Wuhan to other places. The 
number of patients is increasing at an explosive rate. People are horrified by the highly 
infectious virus. 

A little-known infectious disease hospital, Jiang Han, is chosen as a designated hospital. 
ZHANG Jingyu, president of the hospital, su�ers from ASL. Together with the Respiratory 
Department director, young interns and head nurse of the ICU, they face numerous challenges 
while he perseveres to save patients at the frontline.

In the midst of the time of the Spring Festival travel rush, facing the threat of epidemic, 
critical decisions must be made immediately before dire consequences occur.
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